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VSIPL++ [1, 2] is the object-oriented successor
to the Vector Signal and Image Processing Library
(VSIPL) [23]. Like VSIPL, VSIPL++ specifies an Application Programming Interface (API) for use in the development of high-performance numerical applications,
with a particular focus on embedded real-time systems
performing signal processing and image processing. Its
API is designed for performance, portability, and productivity so software written using this API will benefit
from and be easily ported to the new and faster hardware
architectures that Moore’s Law continues to bring.
Moore’s Law, which predicts the number of transistors available on an integrated circuit will double every
eighteen months, has held for the past forty years, and it
appears it will continue for at least the next decade [17].
During these years, microarchitectures have added many
features to exploit single-thread instruction-level parallelism, such as pipelining, multiple out-of-order issue,
speculative execution, and branch prediction. For a compiler to be able to exploit these features, a program needs
to expose as much information as possible. VSIPL++
does this.
More recently, there has been a shift towards more
parallel architectures with multi-threading [7, 12], multiple cores [8, 13], and many small processors connected
with flexible interconnections [3, 16, 11, 20]. To exploit
these technologies, signal and image processing software
should use functional and data parallelism, moving data
to where it is needed without increasing software complexity. VSIPL++ supports this.

performance: reductions in program execution times
through more efficient use of current and future
hardware architectures,
portability: porting to new hardware requires very few,
if any, changes to existing programs, and
productivity: significant decreases in program length
when using VSIPL++.
These “PPP” goals support write-once, run-everywhere
VSIPL++ programs executing efficiently both on today’s architectures as well as on future hardware architectures.
The VSIPL++ specification, version 1.0, [2] was released 2005 May so programmers can now benefit from
this API. The corresponding open-source reference implementation [25] is also available both for use by programmers and as the basis of academic and commercial
VSIPL++ implementations.

Performance

VSIPL++’s performance improvements derive from a
combination of data parallelism and compiler and implementation optimizations such as loop-fusion technologies
and algorithmic specialization. Using object-oriented
syntax to simplify notation, VSIPL++ supports dataparallel computation. Element-wise operations such as
vector, matrix, and tensor addition and subtraction and
reduction operations such as vector and matrix maximum, sum, and mean can be computed using one or
more processors or threads, depending on the underlyThe “PPP” Goals of VSIPL++
ing hardware. The specification supports implementing
the same functionality using specialized hardware with
VSIPL++ is being developed by the High Performance no changes to programs’ expressions. For example, the
Embedded Computing Software Initiative (HPEC-SI) [9] same functionality can be implemented using SIMD inas an open-source, C++-based, middleware API with a structions to have a single processor perform multiple
publicly available specification. Working together, re- simultaneous operations, reducing these operations’ exsearchers, military contractors, and computer scientists ecution times by up to a factor of four [21].
designed the library with three objectives, permitting it
The specification requires VSIPL++ to make type into take full advantage of current and future hardware formation available during compilation so programs can
architectures. In particular, the VSIPL++ specifica- be optimized. For example, it supports using compiletion [1, 2] provides
time expression-template technology to fuse loops so
multiple data-parallel operations are implemented using
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ate values [6, 19, 22, 24]. For example, the element-wise

assignment A = C + C * D / E can be computed using
one loop containing assignments to elements i: A[i] =
C[i] + C[i] * D[i] / E[i]. In many hardware architectures, memory locality is important so the same
technology permits a VSIPL++ implementation to automatically reorder operations on matrixes and tensors
into blocks when compiling without any revision of user
programs.
The specification supports specialization of operations
using C++ template specializations. For example, a convolution implementation designed to support all numeric
types may be supplemented by a special faster implementation for doubles. At compile time, the most specialized (and most efficient) implementation will be used.
The VSIPL++ library implementer, a VSIPL++ user,
or even specialized hardware can provide the specialization. These are just a few examples of how the type
information made available by VSIPL++ during compilation permits it to incorporate current and future implementation and compilation techniques without the need
to revise existing programs.

Portability
The VSIPL++ specification facilitates porting programs
to new hardware architectures with zero or very few
changes in user programs. The features supporting
portability include encapsulation of user data layout,
built-in support for distributed data and computation,
and type-independent expression syntax.
VSIPL++ separates storage and use of data. Blocks
contain data, whether stored or computed, and views
such as vectors, matrixes, and tensors operate on data.
Because of this separation, the VSIPL++ specification supports uniprocessor, multi-processor, and multithreaded computation with no changes to programs except for revising the declarations of the data blocks used
by views. For example, to port a serial program for
use with multiple processors or threads, the only necessary changes are declarations how the data should be
distributed among the available processors or threads.
Block, cyclic, and block-cyclic distributions are supported [1, 10]. The VSIPL++ library is responsible for
using MPI [14, 15], DRI [4], or threading commands to
ensure data is moved to where it is needed for computation and storage. Making the library, not the programmer, responsible for data movement permits porting to
new hardware architectures with different communication mechanisms.
Encapsulation of user data in blocks permits supporting special-purpose hardware and architectures, both existing and future. For example, a user-defined VSIPL++
block can ensure data is stored according to SIMD memory alignment requirements. To use these blocks in

a program, the declarations of these data blocks must
be modified, but no expressions need to be modified.
The usual VSIPL++ functions can still access this data,
but faster, function template specializations using SIMD
commands can be added to the library by the user or a
VSIPL++ implementor. When compiling, the types of
blocks participating in expressions are determined and
the faster, specialized implementations are used. Because this detection occurs during compilation, there is
no run-time overhead for using specialized code. Similar
extensions to support other hardware architectures such
as PCAs [3], FPGAs, and data-parallel graphics processors [5, 18] are also possible. For each architecture, a new
block would be introduced and some functionality would
be specialized, either by the user or by a VSIPL++ library implementer. VSIPL++ programs need not be
changed except for the declarations of a few data blocks.
This easy migration path helps code take advantage of
the new hardware that Moore’s Law provides.

Productivity
VSIPL++ improves programmer productivity by providing high-level, algorithmic syntax; by permitting program development and testing on desktop computers before porting to more complex hardware architectures;
and by isolating hardware-dependent code in the library.
VSIPL++ provides all the normal linear algebra and signal processing functionality, e.g., vectors, matrixes, tensors, SVD solvers, FFTs, FIR filters, convolutions, and
windowing functions, as well as expression syntax supporting normal mathematical and algorithmic notation,
e.g., x = 3 * sin(y) - fft(x). Having program syntax similar to mathematical, algorithmic syntax simplifies translating from algorithms to programs and eases
checking for correctness. The library guarantees its correctness so programmers can concentrate on correctly
using the tools it provides.
Unlike other middleware, porting from a uniprocessor
environment to a high-performance environment is trivial, as we described above; only modifying block declarations is required, and program correctness is maintained.
No additional knowledge or statements, such as multiprocessor communication, SIMD instructions, or threading primitives, need to be known by the VSIPL++ user
because the VSIPL++ implementation is responsible for
issuing commands to move data where it is needed for
computation. As new, faster hardware architectures are
created, the commands to use the architecture’s features
can be added to an existing VSIPL++ implementation
without affecting user code. This helps the software take
advantage of Moore’s Law.
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